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Articulation Puzzle Cards 
 

Print all cards on cardstock (unless you want to print the black and white cards on regular copy paper for homework).   
Laminate and cut out around the outside and then cut them in half along the center line.   
There are 15 color /f/ cards so you will need to print out 4 copies of the final page on cardstock and laminate.  Leave this page in 
one piece so you can store the puzzle pieces on these cards when not in use.  Attach Velcro to the storage cards and the backs of 
the puzzle pieces.  We use the storage cards in therapy as the student completes the cards.  If you hole punch the storage cards 
you could put them in a folder or binder for organization. 
I use the black and white cards for homework practice.  I have my students color the cards and cut them out and place in a Ziploc 
bag for storage.  I attach my parent letter to the bag to explain how we are working on this sound.   
I hope you like this activity—I get pretty bored with worksheets and so do my students!  I have more of these puzzle articulation 
cards in the works so stay tuned to my store to check them out!   
Thanks,  
Amy Haselden  2014 http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Amy-Haselden 



Dear Parent,  
 
Your child is currently working on initial /f/ words in Speech Therapy.  Attached in a bag 
 
 are some words to practice with your child daily to help _____________successfully  
 
carryover this sound into conversational speech.  Please let your child show you how to  
 
put each puzzle together and then say the word.   ______________ should drag the  
 
beginning sound out and then add the rest of the word, this is why the cards are cut in  
 
half.  I am enclosing a list of the words to help you know how they go together.  Thank  
 
you for helping me help your child!  
 
 
__________________________________________ 

Word List 
fish, fox, forest, fire, five, four, foot, phone, fall, fence, full, Fall, fork, fat, fairy  
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Thank you so much for your purchase!  If you  
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